You can create a list of your cited publications and see your h-index using the Web of Science database.

If you have a ResearcherID account, use that profile to create your citation information.

**Viewing your cited publications**

- From the Library homepage at federation.edu.au/library Select > Databases > Search by databases A-Z list > W > Web of Science
- Use the default database Web of Science Core Collection
- Select Author Search to enable you to narrow by Research Domain and Organization

![Select a database: Web of Science Core Collection]

- Enter your Last Name/Family Name and Initial(s). If you publish under multiple names, use the + Add Author Name Variant to add your other names and select Select Research Domain
- From Select Research Domain choose All Research Domains
- Go to Select Organization to choose one or more institutional affiliations and select Finish Search to run the revised search
- At the Author Search Results: click on Article Groups and select the author names that are appropriate, and then select View Records
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- Sort the list by Times Cited

---

**To view your total number of citations and h-index**

- Once you have a list of publications select Create Citation Report

- The search results will be collated and shown as graphs and statistics including your h-index. On this page you can also remove unwanted citations from the Marked List, or restrict to items published between a specific date range
The citations are sorted by the number of times they have been cited from highest to lowest together with the number of cites per year.